CyberData Products Are Fully Compatible With Zycoo
CooVox V2 SIP Servers.

CyberData Corporation and Zycoo Co., Ltd. announce the full range of CyberData SIP Endpoints, including Video
Intercom, Keypad Intercom, Speaker, Paging Server, Paging Adapter, Paging Amplifier and RBG Strobe are tested
approved comprehensively compatible with Zycoo CooVox V2 IP PBX (SIP Server), models including: CooVox-U20
V2, CooVox-U50 V2, CooVox-U60 V2, CooVox-U80 and CooVox-U100 V2. This announcement will ensure
customers and users have an official reference to purchase, deploy such IP Telephony, SIP intercom and SIP paging
systems from the two brands and authorized channels.
CyberData Corporation
Founded in 1974 in Monterey, California, CyberData Corporation is a leading OEM design and manufacturing firm
with more than 40 years of experience. They specialize in IP Endpoints for the VoIP marketplace, VoIP and POS
(Point-of-Sale) connectivity solutions, and POS protocol conversion technologies.
CyberData develops and manufactures products that are known for quality, reliability, ease-of-use and durability.
They have a full service prototype-to-production capability and its reputation has earned itself numerous OEM
relationships with companies such as Epson, Dell, HP, Atlas IED, Additech, Fujitsu, NCR, Wincor-Nixdorf, and
Bixolon.
Zycoo Co., Ltd.
ZYCOO is the leading developer and manufacturer of IP telephony devices and related systems, has devoted itself
over the past years to researching and developing powerful and scalable voice over IP (VoIP) solutions that mainly
serve the small and medium business/enterprise markets.
The company’s product line includes a wide range of telephony systems and its surrounding software to enable
resellers and customers to implement turnkey VoIP systems or to design their own custom communications solutions.
Meanwhile, the company also offers many types of embedded hardware boards for original design manufacturers
(ODM) looking to incorporate these devices into their own solutions and distribution offerings. Most importantly, all of
these devices and services are offered at prices commensurate with the purchasing power of SMBs.
Along with the deployment of distribution channels worldwide and branch offices in UK and UAE, Zycoo products are
available through our established distribution channels (about more than 90 countries and regions); their customers
will enjoy direct sales, tech-support, training, and after-sale service while using Zycoo products and solutions.

